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Moderating online spaces effectively is not a matter of simply taking down content: moderators also provide private feedback and defuse situations before they cross the line into harm. However, moderators have little tool support for these activities, which often occur in the backchannel rather than in front of the entire community. In this paper, we introduce Chillbot, a moderation tool for Discord designed to facilitate backchanneling from moderators to users. With Chillbot, moderators gain the ability to send rapid anonymous feedback responses to situations where removal or formal punishment is too heavy-handed to be appropriate, helping educate users about how to improve their behavior while avoiding direct confrontations that can put moderators at risk. We evaluated Chillbot through a two week field deployment on eleven Discord servers ranging in size from 25 to over 240,000 members. Moderators in these communities used Chillbot more than four hundred times during the study, and moderators from six of the eleven servers continued using the tool past the end of the formal study period. Based on this deployment, we describe implications for the design of a broader variety of means by which moderation tools can help shape communities’ norms and behavior.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social computing systems and tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Community moderators are often viewed effectively as hall monitors, taking routine punitive action on content as it passes through the public, frontstage view of the community. As a result, many moderation tools are myopically focused on behaviors such as content removal that take action on this front stage, but effective moderators also operate in the backchannel — behind the scenes, in small group or one-on-one conversations — they welcome newcomers, write rules and establish norms for behavior, explain punishments, help offenders understand how they might reform, and more [44, pp. 12–18]. However, tool support for these often-backchanneled behaviors is much sparser. It is not surprising that moderation tools are typically designed around visible actions such as removal, as these actions are a tempting first step as moderators seek to prevent others from seeing harmful content. Indeed, some moderators spend much of their time removing
violations [28]. However, such tools are poorly suited for many of the broader social situations that community moderators face. For example, such tools are often intent-agnostic, in the sense that their design may implicitly convey a judgment that the community member intended to cause a problem, causing many recipients to (incorrectly) assume moderator ill will [5, 18, pp. 8–12], and potentially initiate a spiral into more negative behaviors [10]. Similarly, removals without accompanying explanations may drive away well-intentioned users who simply made an honest mistake. Could tools support alternative, often backchannelled, modes of shaping pro-social community behavior?

In this paper, we explore how tools can support moderator feedback in the backchannel as an instance of this broader range of goals inherent in community building. We introduce one example of such a tool: Chillbot, a Discord bot that gives moderators the ability to quickly send private, backchannel feedback to users who are close to crossing a line or may have accidentally broken a rule, giving them a chance to adjust their behavior before any formal action is taken. Chillbot’s core user flow, shown in Figure 1, involves a moderator sending an anonymous, gentle nudge to a user. The user who receives this nudge sees it in a private thread, allowing them a separate space to react to the nudge outside the public conversation. While the moderator who sent the nudge is not shown to the user — protecting the moderator from retaliatory harassment — the moderator team is able to see any messages the user sends in response to the nudge. With this approach, we meet calls for incorporating user education as part of the governance process [48, 52], building on prior work that has shown the value of giving users an opportunity to adjust their behavior [20, 27].

In designing and iterating on Chillbot, we aimed to incorporate feedback from moderators at every stage of the process. We first performed formative interviews with volunteer moderators on Discord about their current strategies for setting and conveying rules and norms, both to confirm that prior work on moderator practices on other platforms extends to Discord and to highlight moderation practices that could benefit from greater tool support. Next, we created image and video storyboards showing tool concepts and how they might be used in hypothetical scenarios (Figure 2) and gathered feedback from moderator interviewees about whether they felt that the scenarios could plausibly happen as depicted in these storyboards. During deployment in real communities, we gathered feedback from moderator testers in order to identify the most commonly requested adjustments and updates. Minor updates, e.g., adjusting message formatting, were made throughout the study period, while major updates were made between the first and second recruitment wave as detailed below in Section 5.

In an evaluation, we deployed Chillbot for two weeks in eleven Discord servers, each with membership ranging from 25 to over 240,000 people, for a total summed membership of nearly a half million people. Chillbot was used more than four hundred times by moderators during the study period, most often to gently prompt community members to reconsider whether their content was appropriate for the topic of a channel or to remind a community member of norms or rules. Moderators felt that Chillbot had a positive behavioral impact that was aligned with their intentions in using it: users understood the purpose of the nudge, and generally did not escalate or repeat the behavior again. We found that moderators on mid-sized servers with active moderator teams naturally integrated the tool into their workflows, using it multiple times per day, while moderators in large servers and servers with less socially-engaged moderation teams were less likely to find the tool useful. Moderators in more than half of the servers continued to use Chillbot after the end of the study period, with uses of it on one server occurring more than six months after the study without any further prompting or communication from the study team.

With this work, we demonstrate the value of designing moderation tools that support more socially-engaged moderation practices. We begin by reviewing prior work and then we detail our formative interviews, the Chillbot tool itself, and our evaluation. We conclude by discussing
implications for the design space of non-removal moderation tools and how they might impact moderator workflows.

2 PRIOR WORK

In this section, we review challenges in community moderation, the strategies moderators employ in response, and the tools that they rely on.

2.1 Community moderation as a socially-nuanced practice

Volunteer moderators handle a wide variety of issues in their communities. Some of these relate to content quality — e.g., dealing with spam or content that does not meet community standards — and others relate to more social behaviors like harassment, hate speech, and interpersonal conflict. Prior work has identified a breadth of complex sociotechnical practices that moderators engage in to deal with these issues. At a high level, moderators must write rules and establish norms that can evolve over time as a community grows [44]. On a more individual, moment-to-moment level, they must make decisions about how to handle potentially-problematic behaviors that arise while also acting to encourage more prosocial behaviors [43]. Moderators can consider various factors in determining how to respond to a particular behavior, including the content of a post, but also evidence of past behaviors and indicators of status in or commitment to the community [5].
Throughout this process, moderators also have to communicate with each other to ensure that their goals and actions are in sync.

In addressing problems that arise, volunteer moderators adopt many different roles that vary from moderator to moderator. Seering, Kaufman, and Chancellor [42] catalogued twenty-two different social metaphors with which moderators self-identified. These included metaphors that align with the procedural and punitive visions for the roles of moderators, such as moderators as “police” or “governors,” but also included metaphors such as “gardener,” “protector,” and “teacher” which imply more nurturing approaches to moderation. Similarly, in studying moderators on Twitch, Wohn [53] identified four roles that ranged from the punitive “justice enforcer” and “surveillance unit” to the more nurturing “conversationalist” and “helping hand.” This breadth of self-identified social roles define many different approaches for community moderation—yet, as we argue, tool design is over-invested in a small subset of these roles.

The strategies that moderators take can be roughly divided into two categories: proactive, meaning actions that occur before a particular issue arises, and reactive, meaning actions that take place after an issue arises in an attempt to address it. These overlap with Grimmelmann’s categories of Ex-ante and Ex-post, though Grimmelmann focuses more on a regulatory model for moderation and less on interpersonal engagement and education [15]. Kiesler et al. [27] identify numerous strategies that moderators might deploy, each of which has been shown to be effective in subsequent work, including writing rules [32], creating filters to screen out certain types of content [19], and highlighting examples of good behavior [43]. Similarly, Kiesler et al. list reactive strategies such as removing inappropriate content or moving it to a space where it is more appropriate, giving explanations for punitive actions taken, giving users face-saving ways to correct their behavior, and banning users when necessary [27]. Subsequent work has identified uses of variations of each of these strategies by volunteer moderators on multiple modern platforms ranging from Facebook [44] to Reddit [13, 19, 20, 24, 44] to Twitch [5, 6, 44, 53] and Discord [23, 26, 40].

More broadly, both platforms and volunteer moderators may take steps to educate or reform users. Literature on restorative justice in online communities [54] emphasizes the value of bringing users together to help shape mutual understanding of the impact of actions and to determine how to repair injuries caused. Similarly, scholars have emphasized the value in transparency in content moderation across platforms, particularly in cases where users are confused about what they have done to be punished [52]. Some platforms have implemented processes for appeals, but these appeals processes frequently seem arbitrary or difficult to navigate [49, 51, 52], and their heavy-handedness and limited flexibility can constrain users’ behaviors into pre-defined templates for what is acceptable [12].

2.2 Tools for moderation

Regardless of their level of social engagement, most community moderators will need to use tools to address issues that arise. The primary tools used in online communities allow moderators to either withhold content until violations are corrected, delete content, temporarily ban (“time out”) users, or permanently ban users. Some platforms also allow moderators to restrict who can participate in a community using features like Facebook groups’ pending member questions\(^1\) and Twitch’s chat verification tools.\(^2\)

Research on technical solutions for handling problematic behaviors has focused primarily on identifying and removing problematic content and/or users. Though some research has described the development of tools for supporting different forms of online social behaviors by, e.g., summarizing
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\(^1\)https://www.facebook.com/help/200755420421098

\(^2\)https://help.twitch.tv/s/article/chat-verification-settings
conversations [56], removal remains a major theme of the moderation tool literature: for example, Crossmod [7] helps moderators on Reddit identify comments that may violate subreddit norms, flagging them for moderator review, while FilterBuddy [21] and ModSandbox [47] both help craft algorithmic word filters in different contexts. Likewise, in practice, moderation bots on Twitch are designed to automatically remove content that meets certain conditions, and can also help with certain administrative functions [41]. Technical tools on Discord, often modeled after similar tools on Reddit, help with managing content removal, tracking user punishments, and logging other moderation actions [26]. In spaces beyond traditional online communities, tools like shared blocklists allow users to collectively manage a type of crowdsourced moderation capacity [22], an approach to moderation that aligns with the philosophy of Mahar, Karger, and Zhang’s Squadbox [30] but on a larger scale.

Likewise, beyond the deployment and testing of specific tools, central emphasis in technical literature on moderation has gone into improving methods for detecting and removing problematic content at scale. Various datasets (e.g., [8, 31]) have been compiled so that researchers can test different algorithms and approaches to detecting different types of problematic content and can compare their results to other published work. Recent research has also begun to explore detecting hate speech in languages other than English, including Spanish [34], Bengali [35], Greek [33], and even code-switched languages [45]. Improvements in the ability to detect problematic content have led to the development of tools that can identify problems before things get out of hand; Schluger et al. developed a prototype tool concept that proactively identified Wikipedia Talk pages that were predicted as having higher likelihood to derail, which could allow moderators to intervene early on [37], and research studying a Twitter intervention prompting users to pause and reconsider a potentially-offensive Tweet before posting significantly reduced offensive behavior among prompted users [25]. On the other hand, Bao et al. [3] were able to identify conversations that would result in prosocial outcomes by examining their first comment, which could allow moderators or platforms to highlight valuable comments in time to inspire others to follow their example.

Existing tools that support proactive and non-removal activities are more sparsely populated in the literature and less-frequently used directly in real time by moderators. Instead, asynchronous approaches are more common. For example, one common tool enables moderators to pin, or sticky, guidelines posts to highly visible places in the community [32]. By adapting term lists for automoderator tools [19], moderators may likewise create a bot that automatically replies with guidance when a post is suspected of violating a community norm. Tools might instead focus on the community member rather than the content, for example showing broad background information about the person and their other online activities [17]. Finally, communities may adopt existing tools to engage in restorative justice activities instead of traditional removal or punitive approaches [54]. However, none of these tools are available for moderators to make use of, or to intervene in real time as a conversation is unfolding; they are restricted to before the behavior or after. Our work expands this design space to consider moderation tools for such feedback in-situ, using a backchannel as a design mechanism.

In the present work, we aim to better characterize this negative space in the literature by focusing on the space of tools that can help moderators shape community behavior without relying primarily on removal. The research covered in the first part of this section has clearly shown that moderators take different approaches to dealing with problems depending on the specific nature of the content, the context in which it is posted, and the inferred intent of the person posting it [5]. However, despite work showing their importance to communities [46], relatively few tools have been developed and tested in real communities for supporting moderators in handling many of the situations that moderators may encounter, such as a burgeoning conflict that has not yet crossed a line but appears
likely to in the near future, an honest mistake by a well-intentioned user who wasn’t completely clear on the rules, or a regular community member who became a bit too comfortable with their status and pushed a line. In each of these cases, moderators might find success by backchanneling with the person, and thoughtfully designed tools may offer some of these benefits. In this paper, we aim to extend prior work by expanding the design space of non-removal moderation tools by introducing a moderation tool for backchannel-based feedback.

3 DESIGN PROCESS

In creating a moderation tool to be used within Discord communities, we aimed to draw insights both from prior work on community moderation and from feedback from users involved in our design and development process. In this latter regard, we followed the design process previously used to create Squadbox [30], a moderation system to combat email harassment based on a combination of preliminary interviews with users and feedback from users who tested the system. Matching this process, our first step toward developing a tool was to conduct interviews with Discord moderators about strategies they use for addressing problems aside from removal, and to gather feedback on potential tool concepts. Moderator interviewees were recruited from a Discord server dedicated to discussion about moderation, where the majority of members are active moderators in servers of varying sizes and topics on Discord. A post was made in this server with the permission of the server administrators announcing the study and its goals and recruiting participants. In this work we elected to focus on building a system for Discord both because of the community-based social structure of the platform and because of the flexibility in tool design allowed by the Discord API. Preliminary interviews lasted approximately 20-30 minutes, and participants were compensated with an Amazon gift code for $15 or equivalent in local currency. Participants were asked about their strategies for identifying problematic behaviors before they escalate, the factors they take into account when determining what action(s) to take, and the non-punitive actions they incorporate into their moderation work. Following preliminary interviews, we generated concepts for potential tool designs and then returned to these same interviewees to gather feedback. This interview study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Stanford University.

3.1 Preliminary interviews on non-removal approaches to moderation

We performed preliminary interviews with eight Discord moderators to get a broad sense of potential directions for a tool. Though relatively little work (e.g., [23, 26]) has studied volunteer moderation specifically on Discord, we did not aim with this research to conduct a full additional interview study on volunteer moderators’ practices on Discord. Instead, in accordance with a community-centered design process, we aimed to determine whether and how findings from prior studies on moderator practices on other platforms applied to this new context, rather than moving directly to tool development under the assumption that they would. The questions we asked in these formative interviews (see Appendix) were informed primarily by Cai and Wohn’s work [5] on Twitch moderators’ profiling processes for offenders, as well as Seering, Kaufman, and Chancellor’s work [42] on different philosophical approaches to community moderation, as these works provided a starting point for discussing how moderators determine how to apply tools to various types of conflicts.

Interview transcripts were jointly coded by two authors using a grounded theory based approach to identify themes. As the goal of these interviews was to understand how moderators employed
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3Quotes from formative interview participants are labeled with F, while quotes from exit interview participants are labeled with E, their server number, and an additional identifier (A, B, C, or D) if they were one moderator of several from that server.
both removal based and non-removal based approaches to moderation, coding focused on identifying themes in these areas [11]. Following a first round of coding, the authors met to discuss the findings and the resulting categories. A second round of coding was then performed by the same two authors to refine the themes. The resulting themes are discussed below.

All moderators interviewed reported having previously used removal tools in moderation — removing both messages and users from their communities. This was typically done through the use of one or more dedicated moderation bots, which could be triggered by the use of various preset commands (see [26] for evaluation of the technological frames for bots in this category). While the specific bots varied, a common flow emerged: moderators either noticed a problem or were pointed toward it via a user report, and then they assessed the situation to determine what type of removal was necessary. Removals were of varying severity (i.e., content removal, temporary bans, permanent bans) and were considered as options depending on the context. This matches findings from prior work on user profiling [5].

Moderators also reported a variety of non-removal approaches to handling problematic content and/or users, which took place both before and after problems occurred:

Displaying rules. All of the moderators we interviewed reported displaying rules to new arrivals in some form, and in some cases they required members to formally agree to the rules before they could participate in the community at large. Moderators would list a set of rules and require newcomers to react to the rules with a specified emoji in order to signal agreement before they could participate in the community, after which they would automatically be granted access to the server. Moderators were mixed on whether requiring users to agree to a set of rules significantly affected behavior, though prior research has suggested that prominent display of rules can impact user behavior [32]. However, all agreed that it was valuable to write a set of rules both in order to consider what behaviors were appropriate and to have a reference to point to when moderation actions were taken.

Public presence. Some moderators believed that their visible presence on its own would impact how users behaved. They felt that reminding users that moderators were watching could encourage them to think twice before posting potentially-problematic content, an idea supported by prior work on moderators’ social influence [43]. These moderators also mentioned that taking a slightly more active role—participating directly in conversations that appeared to be escalating in a problematic direction in order to steer them in a more positive direction—was an effective strategy. This approach, however, required significant investment of time both to monitor conversations and to determine how best to engage publicly with users in a way that wouldn’t be counterproductive.

Personalized private communication. Another common social process for dealing with problematic behavior after it had occurred was to privately engage with an offender in order to explain why the moderator intervened or to warn them that their behavior was problematic. Prior work has found explanations of removals to be effective at reducing future problematic behavior [20]. However, most moderators noted that their use of this strategy was limited by two factors: the time it took to write out an explanation that fit the situation, and concerns about potential reprisal. As noted in prior work [40], many Discord moderators are targeted for harassment by community members, and in some cases such harassment emerged from users who were upset about being called out, criticized, or punished. This phenomenon served as the primary inspiration for the anonymous nature of the interaction supported by Chillbot, as we discuss below.

Formal warning system. Moderators also reported using a formal warning system. When a user broke a rule in a way that moderators determined was not egregious enough to warrant a temporary or permanent ban, the offending content was removed and the user was given a written warning.
Users who received a predetermined number of written warnings were then punished by temporary or permanent removal from the community. Moderators noted that even though a written warning was not always considered as full punishment, users often reacted as if it were.

Broadly, a common theme that emerged from these interviews was that, in line with the literature discussed above, moderators in these communities engaged in a variety of social practices to shape behavior, but the moderation tools that these moderators used were primarily designed to support removal as the primary approach to moderation. This was the case both for platform-provided tools and user-created tools. While moderators did spend time engaging with users about the rules and their behavior, this process was time-consuming, very difficult in larger spaces, and — critically — lacked tool support. Lastly, the systems in place in each of the communities vary heavily and demonstrate how when conducting fieldwork in these environments, the various systems in place need to be accounted for. Therefore when designing non-removal based tools to be tested in active communities, they are limited in that they need to be designed to fit into the existing, mostly punitive moderation ecosystem.

3.2 Iterating on Tool Concepts

Following our initial interviews with moderators, we regrouped to consider possible design concepts for tools that might support moderators in addressing problematic behaviors aside from removal. We elected to focus on the emergent theme of challenges in responding to problematic behaviors where offenders’ intentions were unclear. As moderator interviewees noted, it is likely that many of the problematic behaviors that occur in online social spaces are the result of either a) users who are unfamiliar with the rules and unintentionally make a mistake, or b) users who forget about the rules due to contextual factors (e.g., participating in a heated debate) and then accidentally cross a line [9]. These two cases share a common attribute that we highlighted as an opportunity for design: in both cases, the problematic behavior could have been prevented if the user had been reminded about the rules at the right moment, and recurrences of the behavior could likely also be prevented by pointing out the mistake.

Following a round of ideation, we returned to our interviewees and presented them with the two storyboard concepts shown in Figure 2. The figure shows two scenarios that could occur in an online community. In the first, two users are having a heated conversation that may escalate, so a moderator gives an anonymous nudge to let them know that they should calm down. In the second, a new community member is making mistakes with their behavior that don’t warrant punishment but need to be addressed, so a moderator gives an anonymous nudge to inform them about how they’re expected to behave. Moderators were asked to give feedback on whether they identified with the scenario being described and whether they could see it occurring in their communities. Both of these concepts received generally positive feedback; moderators accepted both of the stated problems as real issues — it wasn’t uncommon for newcomers to the server to misunderstand how to behave, and heated conversations sometimes did lead to problems — and agreed that both situations could benefit from some sort of intervention. Feedback about the imagined form of this intervention prompted three questions about where such a tool might be most useful.

Should users be engaged with personally, or will an automated message suffice? Though prior work has shown that personalized messages from moderators and pre-written bot messages can both be effective [20], moderators identified different cases where each type of message might be preferable. In cases where moderators felt that a user might not immediately understand why what they did was problematic, moderators preferred to be able to have a conversation rather than to rely on an automated message. On the other hand, in cases where the issue was fairly clear, e.g., a reminder to
Fig. 2. Two storyboard concepts presented to moderator interviewees.

post NSFW content only in the designated channels, moderators didn’t feel that a conversation would be productive. Interviewees were split on how they thought feedback from a bot would be received by users. Some thought that users would be off-put by automated feedback, finding it either low-effort or impersonal. Other moderator interviewees felt that being contacted by a bot rather than being confronted by a human moderator would seem less confrontational. Moderators also noted varying opinions about the general roles that bots should play in communities on Discord, which were based on personal experience from the moderation pipelines already in use in their communities and the roles the current tools in those pipelines already played. For most of the moderators, existing bots in their servers were primarily reactive tools that were used after problems had already occurred.

Should the feedback be provided anonymously or by a named community member? Moderators identified two cases where being able to give feedback anonymously would be preferable — when a user’s behavior indicated that they might react in an especially aggressive way if confronted, or when users were new to a space and might be driven away by a direct confrontation from a moderator.

“I never really thought about giving anonymous nudges before. It does definitely help with intimidation and de-escalation though, those are very interesting approaches to the situations described. I think if I was a new user, I’d feel better with an anonymous nudge rather than someone I knew to be a mod coming and discussing the situation with me.” — F6

All moderator interviewees recounted cases where they had been insulted or harassed by community members who were upset about a time out or having their content removed. Moderators
thought that being able to issue a reminder or warning anonymously might lead to a lower likelihood of harassment because of the lack of a clear target.

When should feedback occur in public, and when should it occur in private? Moderator interviewees felt that public feedback would be more valuable if there was potential for having a useful conversation about the issue in question. If the people involved could come to a better understanding through a public discussion, that method was preferred. Similarly, if a reminder could benefit multiple users, as in the case of a simple reminder that a certain type of content should be posted in a different channel, public feedback might be preferred. On the other hand, some interviewees felt that public feedback could be viewed as more confrontational and might be counterproductive in some cases because users might feel embarrassed to be called out in front of their peers.

“People respond negatively to an admin popping into the middle of a conversation and asking you to move from channel A to channel B. I would say the vast majority of the time, it kills the conversation. I [would hope] that this tool would be able to help with that organically.” – F1

These interviews provided a variety of different questions to consider during our design process for a tool that supports moderators in taking less punitive, less removal-focused approaches to moderation. We drew from these findings that the best target cases for anonymous, private, automated messages were cases where the involved users might react negatively to direct confrontation, violations were fairly simple, and where there was not clear value to be gained from having a more time-intensive public conversation about the problem. In the following sections, we describe the result of this design process, how it addresses many of the issues raised above, and how we tested it in real communities.

4 CHILLBOT: A TOOL FOR PRIVATE BACKCHANNELING IN MODERATION

In this section, we introduce Chillbot, a moderation tool developed to aid moderators in shaping community behavior through private backchanneling. There exists a gray line between appropriate and improper norms within any community: in this setting, it becomes hard for automated moderation bots to operate effectively and for human moderators to take a nuanced approach without dedicating too much effort or time in large communities. Chillbot focuses on a private backchannel instead of visible public removal in order to expand the expressive vocabulary that moderators have at hand. As moderators noted in the formative interviews, public call-outs can be a moment of embarrassment for a user and can cause defensiveness and retrenchment, especially in cases where a user hasn’t technically broken any rules. It can also be intimidating for new users, potentially driving away well-intentioned newcomers [16].

Chillbot allows moderators in these communities to set up customizable nudges, which can then be sent in response to a particular message (Figure 3). Rather than forcibly and visibly removing content, backchannel moderation via Chillbot sets up a private message thread with the user and lets them know that a moderator has taken notice. A nudge, in this context, is a predefined message that is sent to a user, warning them that they are close to violating rules in a given community. Moderators can create a set of such messages to capture different common situations. Table 1 shows the default nudges that were provided to moderators. Chillbot’s nudges are anonymous and private, which protects the moderator from retaliation that they might have received from a defensive user if the nudge was made with the moderator’s name revealed.

We implemented Chillbot on Discord, as noted above, in part because of its social structure and in part because of the flexibility of the API. We created a set of four sample “nudges”, with each matching a common use case identified in the formative interviews. For example, a specific moderation “event” might be addressing concerns caused by a user posting media that might be
Table 1. The four default nudges participants were provided, which could be customized or supplemented with additional nudges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nudge name</th>
<th>Nudge text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gentle warning</td>
<td>A message you posted has caught the attention of the moderators. [Link to Conversation]. Though you haven’t explicitly broken a rule, please take care to make sure that your future messages stay within the community guidelines, and help us keep the discussion civil and constructive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation</td>
<td>A message you posted has been flagged because it violates a norm or convention for posting in this server. [Link to Conversation]. Please consider pausing to get to know the expectations better before continuing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-topic</td>
<td>A message you posted has been flagged as off-topic for the channel where it was posted. [Link to Conversation]. The message does not explicitly violate any rules so it will not be removed, but please take care in the future to find the best channel to put this type of message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSFW</td>
<td>A message you posted has been flagged as borderline NSFW. [Link to Conversation]. Please be careful to keep NSFW content only to approved channels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Moderators use Chillbot to react when removal is not the best response, for example for borderline or accidental rulebreaking.

borderline NSFW (Not Safe For Work), after which a Chillbot nudge could be triggered on the message in question through a context menu interaction on the desktop app (Figure 1) or a slash command on the mobile app (Figure 4). The user would then receive a private message with the predefined nudge message and a link to the problematic message to provide context. When the bot is triggered, it posts a log detailing the case in a channel designated by moderators (See Figure 5). Moderation logs are common on major Discord bots, as teams of moderators rely on logs to track what moderation actions have been taken and what content has been flagged or removed. In this case, in addition to their primary purpose of supporting coordination, these logs also helped with norming [50]: each moderator could see how the others were using Chillbot and could have discussions about these cases in the channel or elsewhere.

4.1 Implementation

Chillbot was built using Javascript and runs using Node.js and MongoDB, and was hosted on Heroku. The chatbot was created and initialized through the Discord API and was given features using the node.js package called discord.js. The bot acts as a client, which can be connected to various discord communities. Discord bots can be used to perform a number of tasks, both invokable and automated. Bots can be added to any server by a moderator of that server, who grants it a number of permissions that decide what tasks it can and cannot perform.

Our bot utilizes two Discord features called Slash Commands and Context Menus, and it is through these features that a customizable nudging system is created. Context Menus allow for commands to be invoked by right clicking a message, which we utilized in order to give the
Fig. 4. Mobile Chillbot use flow. Moderators type "/" into the regular chat box, and an autocomplete menu appears with possible bot commands. Moderators can choose which reminder to send by selecting the corresponding command and pasting the ID of the message in question.

Fig. 5. A sample nudge log including information about when and how the bot was used. This example was created by the study team for demonstration purposes.

moderator the option to invoke any of their server’s premade nudges on any message. The lack of this feature on the mobile version of Discord prompted us to utilize Slash Commands. Slash Commands offer the same functionality as Context Menus, except they are triggered via a message beginning with a slash, then a command-line-style input.

After developing a first version of Chillbot, we deployed it in partnership with moderators of six Discord servers, gathering feedback as we went in order to address issues that arose. Our goal in this iterative deployment was to work through cycles of feedback in response to the communities’ needs.
As such, the deployment period involved regular back-and-forth conversation between the research team and moderators. Across all of the servers, moderators and the study team exchanged more than 1,000 messages discussing the tool and potential improvements. In some cases, moderators would send the study team a message about an issue they had discovered or a feature they would like implemented, while in other cases the study team would perform a periodic check-in to see how things were going or to update moderator participants on a new feature that had been added based on their feedback or feedback from other participants.

In order to protect the privacy of community members on the participating servers, the data tracked included only the number and type of nudges invoked, the timestamp of the nudge, and the server in which the nudge occurred. Conversation logs from the participating servers were not collected. Instead, we use examples provided by participating moderators as the basis for our analysis.

5 EVALUATION

Did moderators make use of Chillbot to help shape their communities? In this section, we describe the process for evaluating Chillbot. We find significant usage of the tool across the majority of participating communities, and we summarize the most common use cases and feedback. We conclude by identifying major design challenges that arose from the results.

5.1 Method

Chillbot was deployed in eleven different Discord servers with membership ranging from 25 to 240,000 members for a minimum of two weeks each. These servers, in total, featured a summed membership of nearly a half million members. Recruitment proceeded in two waves – after completing the first six servers, recruitment was paused to allow for time to make adjustments to the bot, and the updated version of the bot was used in the final five servers. The first version of the bot relied heavily on direct messages to send nudges, but moderators in the first wave of servers reported difficulties reaching users due to the various permission settings that could block direct messages. During the second wave, the primary messaging option was instead set to use private threads,4 which acted as a form of in-server direct messaging, and moderator participants reported much higher rates of success in reaching users after this change was made. The revised version of the bot also output visually cleaner logs to the designated log channel; while the original logs were in plain text, the updated logs were in an embedded graphic that matched the style used by many other popular Discord bots with which participants were already familiar. Aside from these two changes, the core nudge functionality of the bot remained the same through both deployment waves.

For this study, moderator participants were recruited from meta-moderation servers and moderation hubs on Discord. In this type of server, active moderators gather to discuss topics related to moderation, including philosophies, processes, and tools. Because we recruited from these communities, participants in this study were typically moderators with a broader interest in the philosophies and practices of moderation; though we did not specifically ask moderators about their philosophical orientation using, e.g., taxonomies of metaphors [42] or categories [53] of moderation styles, participants likely brought awareness of a diverse array of approaches to moderation that they had gained through discussion with other moderators on these servers.

We posted advertisements for the study with permission from the server administrators and messaged Discord moderators from the servers who had indicated interest. For each server, we

---

4 https://support.discord.com/hc/en-us/articles/4403205878423-Threads-FAQ
Table 2. Total usage of Chillbot across participating servers. Participants who enrolled in the study were required to try the tool for a minimum of 14 days, after which they completed their exit interview and received compensation. However, some servers continued to use the bot after the study ended without further compensation. The “Duration of Use” column is calculated from the date of first use to date of last recorded use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave</th>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Member Count</th>
<th>Total Nudges</th>
<th>Duration of Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gaming</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gaming</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gaming</td>
<td>5,300</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>145 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Web Development</td>
<td>37,000</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>192 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Remote Work</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Community Management</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Professional Development</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>36 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Gaming</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>52 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Anime</td>
<td>6,500</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Anime</td>
<td>240,000</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>71 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Gaming</td>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>29 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

onboarded a team of up to four moderators who would be using the tool during this study. Participants were presented with documentation to explain how the bot worked, including a short video and a longer document with instructions for use and answers to common questions. They were then offered the chance to modify the text of the “nudge” messages that the bot could send to fit their server’s needs. Moderators from eight of the eleven servers chose to edit the nudges. Of these, six servers kept the four default nudges but edited the wording to be more specific to the context of their servers, while the remaining two each added another nudge. One server chose to add a nudge to remind users not to post memes in a particular space, and the other changed the “Violation” nudge to focus specifically on disturbing content and renamed the “Off Topic” nudge to “Wrong Channel”. Of the default nudges, the most frequently edited was the “NSFW” nudge; the default text for this nudge reminds users only to post NSFW content in approved channels, but four of the servers prohibited NSFW content entirely so the text was edited to reflect this.

When customization was complete, moderators from these servers were asked to install the bot in their server and test it to make sure that it functioned correctly, but they were not given any formal requirements for how much to use the tool during the study. Upon completing the two week study period, they participated in an exit interview where they were asked about their experiences, after which they were compensated with an Amazon gift code for $50 (or local currency equivalent). Though some of the servers had more than four moderators, we capped the number of participants to four per server in order to fit within a maximum of $200 per server. This limit was set in order to fit within the budget established for this study. There were no cases in which this limitation caused any issues reported by participants; in all cases, servers were able to designate four or fewer moderators who would participate in the study. Participants in the second wave of tests – servers seven through eleven on Table 2 – were also given the opportunity to catalog specific examples of cases where the tool had been used for $1 per cataloged case, and moderators from servers seven, nine, and eleven chose to do so for a set of 86 total cases. For privacy reasons, our implementation of Chillbot did not store conversation logs from the servers it was installed on, so this cataloging was necessary.
In general, platforms made successful use of Chillbot. On six of the eleven servers, moderators continued to use the tool past the end of the study date. The total duration of use ran from a minimum of 14 days — the required duration for the study — to a maximum of 192 days. Servers that continued using the tool past the end date of the study did so at their own volition; they did not receive any additional compensation or encouragement from the study team to continue using the tool. Some moderators on these servers expressed that they had incorporated Chillbot into their regular moderation practices. However, in smaller servers, the tool was used much less frequently; in one small professional server, it was used only once.

In this section, we discuss findings from the study, focusing primarily on feedback from the exit interviews. One researcher performed the exit interviews by Discord audio call, which lasted between approximately 5 and 40 minutes, with variation in length depending on how much the moderator(s) used Chillbot and how much feedback they wanted to share about their experiences and potential future directions. Text was separated into chunks of varying sizes where each chunk contained one core point; these chunks ranged in size from a few words to a few sentences [4, p. 62]. The researcher then identified chunks that applied to three core categories we chose for the purposes of this analysis: “Primary use cases,” “Outcomes,” and “Challenges.” A second researcher reviewed the coded chunks to determine agreement with their classification. We focused on these three categories to guide our analysis on the ways in which Chillbot was used, but also to consider its strengths and weaknesses; though there are many ways a tool like Chillbot could be evaluated, we rely primarily on moderators’ reports about the functionality of the tool because we elected to minimize the data we collected directly from participating servers due to concerns over privacy of server members.

5.2 Most common use: an “intermediate” option
The most common use case reported by moderator interviewees was to gently prompt users to reconsider whether the content they were posting was appropriate for the topic of a channel. In some cases, users simply weren’t aware that certain content was expected to be posted only in certain channels. Likewise, in other cases, moderators found that users responded well to a reminder.

“I think it was particularly useful for kind of one-off messages. So if it was one specific message where a user said something that wasn’t quite appropriate, I think it was really useful in instances like that because we were able to point to the specific message in the thread and the user was able to see exactly which message was violating the rules. So I think that was particularly useful.” — E7A

Of the 86 cases that moderators submitted, the most common nudge was the “Violation” nudge with 31 uses, followed by “Gentle Warning” with 25 uses, “Off Topic” with 18 uses, and “NSFW” with 12 uses. Table 3 shares example posts in the deployment Discord servers and the nudges that moderators sent in response to messages of those types using Chillbot.

Moderators were split on their preference for proactive vs reactive uses of the bot. On some servers, including Server 2, moderators mostly reported using the bot retrospectively, after an incident had occurred. The default process for moderation in these servers was primarily dependent on user reports and moderation queues, and moderators did not regularly monitor conversations in the server in such a way that would allow them to intervene before things got out of hand. For some moderators, the window of time in which they felt they could effectively use the bot was a big factor in their usage:

“I think the big issue really is that because the idea is to keep people from breaking the rules if they’re close, if you’re too late with the message then the situation has already
resolved itself one way or the other and there’s no point in going back and telling them to chill if the conversation has moved on. And the conversation can move on in a matter of seconds potentially, depending on how things are going.” – E4A

On other servers, such as Servers 7 and 11, moderators were more socially involved in the community and were more likely to use the bot to de-escalate tense situations, as was imagined during ideation and design of the bot.

“what I find it most useful is when people are starting to break a rule but they haven’t really broken anything and that really helps them to just let them know that they’re actually in the process of breaking rule and they should stop.” – E11B

This difference in moderator workflows likely explains some of the difference in frequency of usage of the tool; Servers 2 and 7 were of similar sizes, but the tool was used much more in Server 7, a server where moderators took a more proactive, socially-engaged approach. We discuss this point in more depth later in this section.

Broadly, moderators agreed that the tool was most useful as an “intermediate” option – more formal than a reminder message typed in conversation, but less formal than an official warning that would go on a user’s record. Most servers that participated in the study already had moderation bots installed that allowed them to warn users, but these more traditional warning systems were not implemented as gentle nudges but rather as the first steps toward later punitive action:

“I felt like it was a better overall experience than using a primary or secondary moderation block because those, there’s a stigmatism [sic] to those as far as, ‘Oh, this warn is going on my record,’ or whatever and, ‘How many warns will I get before I am possibly banned or muted?’, or something of the sort.” – E10B

“I would say it definitely helps give something in the middle in between just a moderator saying with a message like, ‘Hey, tone it down,’ or something like that and a formal warning. I think there is a gap in between those two things and I think this bot really helped with that and the gentle reminders really helped with that, bridged that gap. So I think users usually reacted less negatively than they would to a full on warn with the gentle nudges.” – E7A

As illustrated in the quotes above, these existing warning systems were designed to be used when a user had clearly violated the rules but more severe punishment was not yet warranted. Warnings were frequently used as “strikes,” with a certain threshold of warnings automatically leading to a ban or mute — a sharp contrast to the more gentle, socially-engaged approach that Chillbot aimed to facilitate. Correspondingly, three moderators specifically noted the value of the private thread created by the bot, noting that this opened a space where the user could ask questions about the rules without disrupting other conversations or directly messaging a moderator.

“It’s definitely nice to be able to talk out a situation with the user in a separate thread as opposed to them being DM’ed by a bot, which they can’t really then talk to, and they don’t really know who sent that warning and what exactly they did wrong... [they] can ask more about it and I can talk them through exactly what the issue was and how they can go about avoiding that in future.” – E11D

Moderators expressed strong positive responses to the ability to customize the messages used in their servers, while still speaking positively about the value of having a very quick tool that didn’t require typing out a full explanation for each issue. This highlights a core value of Chillbot: it allows moderators to send messages that are somewhat more personalized than typical, one-size-fits-all warning messages, without requiring significant time commitment for each case. Some moderators, however, noted that it was time consuming to collectively agree on message text within
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Nudge Used</th>
<th>Nudge Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Reminder that [name]’s publisher is a communist shill.”</td>
<td>“Gentle Warning”</td>
<td>Though you haven’t explicitly broken a rule, please take care to make sure that your future messages stay within the community guidelines, and help us keep the discussion civil and constructive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I want abig japanese [redacted] in my [redacted]”</td>
<td>“Gentle Warning”</td>
<td>Though you haven’t explicitly broken a rule, please take care to make sure that your future messages stay within the community guidelines, and help us keep the discussion civil and constructive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“why did you draw [body part] from top view”</td>
<td>“NSFW”</td>
<td>A message you posted has been flagged as borderline NSFW. As per rule #4, any NSFW/NSFL, malicious or shocking content will not be tolerated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The Ringo case just seems weird”</td>
<td>“Off Topic”</td>
<td>A message you posted has been flagged as off-topic for the channel where it was posted. The message does not explicitly violate any rules so it will not be removed, but please take care in the future to find the best channel to put this type of message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Image Meme]</td>
<td>“Memes”</td>
<td>Hey, you seem to be posting a lot of images/memes in this channel! We have a #spam-and-memes channel accessible as an opt-in role from the #information-center. If a meme doesn’t contribute to the conversation, or if its more than 1 - it belongs in that channel. We won’t be removing your posts but ask that you follow this guideline going forward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“no listen, you need to live under a rock not to know the difference”</td>
<td>“Toxic attitudes”</td>
<td>Hello, this is ChillBot contacting you from [server name] about this message. I wanted to let you know that this comes kind of close to potentially breaking the Toxic attitudes rule, or potentially leading to conversation that will end up breaking that rule. Although things are fine for now, we’d like you to be more careful in the future.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Examples of comments on which a moderator triggered Chillbot.

the moderator team at the time of installation, as they felt that all moderators should give feedback on the text. In this study, moderators were given a set of four pre-written messages as a starting point from which to customize, but this suggests that a larger variety of pre-written messages might make it easier to onboard new communities.

Though this version of the tool was designed so that it could only be triggered manually by a direct action from a moderator, some users initially appeared to believe that it relied on some form of automation in determining when to send a nudge.

“There was a lot of people who thought it was an AI type of thing, so something that was automatic and people would try to purposely set it off because they thought it was something that was automatic.” – E7A

In the set of cases that they shared, moderators noted four instances where users probed various behaviors to see what would “set off” the bot, assuming that they’d been caught by an automated filter of some sort. Typically in these cases, a moderator stepped in to explain how the bot worked. Two moderators shared thoughts in their interviews about the potential for integrating AI or some other form of automation into the bot, with both being cautiously optimistic about the potential. One moderator, E7D, noted that the consequences for false positives in this type of tool might be
less problematic than in a moderation tool where users actually received a formal punishment or strike.

5.3 Perceived behavior change

Interviewees agreed that, when Chillbot was used, it typically had a positive impact. They reported that users were able to understand the purpose of the nudge, and that users who had been sent a reminder nudge generally did not repeat the behavior in question. Of the 86 specific examples of usage submitted by moderators, 48 resulted in a silent outcome – the user did not cause additional issues, but did not take any further steps to remedy any harm that they had caused:

“[It worked well for] spam, little ones that isn’t needed of a mute, if that makes sense. So let’s say it was very, very mild toxicity or small-level spam, and you give them a gentle warning or a violation, for example. They’ll work quite well in that situation because they’ll realize what they’ve done. It’s more of, ‘Oh, we’ve caught you. Can you stop?’ That sort of thing. They’ll normally stop after that.” – E11A

30 additional cases resulted in an visibly positive outcome, where users went back and deleted their message, apologized to other users and moderators, and/or subsequently helpfully explained the rules to other users.

“There was this guy that was being toxic in #general, one of the most popular chats on the server, so I used a gentle warning. After that, he came in and apologized and said, “Yeah, we’re going to stop.” Sort of thing. Then he stopped from that point onwards.” – E11A

Finally, 8 of the 84 cases resulted in negative escalations: three users mocked the bot, four ignored it and continued their problematic behavior, and one left the server.

“I didn’t see much of negative outcomes to be very honest. There was just two users fighting with each other, but they just kept on fighting. So at the end of the day, giving out a nudge didn’t matter to them, I think. […] And the other one was off-topic, the gentle warning. The user was being just being rude, and I gave them a warning and they immediately left the server.” – E9A

Some moderators reported that users were somewhat cautious about the bot, collectively noting what types of behaviors were being flagged and making some effort to avoid those behaviors in the future:

“For our server in particular, most of the traffic was in one or two [text] channels out of the hundreds of [text] channels available, so once people became aware of the bot, they got conscious. Not really conscious of, ‘Oh, I shouldn’t trigger the bot.’ But more conscious like, ‘Oh, this topic that I’m talking about might [get] a warning from the bot.’ So they refrain from [talking about] it.” – E3A

In the above case, a moderator suggested that Chillbot helped shape community norms. We cannot treat this deployment as causal evidence, but it does motivate further work exploring the value of non-removal based moderation tools in shaping communities.

Participants also noted that the design of the tool protected moderators from the harassment that they sometimes face when they engage directly with offending users. Because the nudge message comes from the bot, no specific moderators are linked to the warning and thus users do not have an immediate human target to vent any disagreement toward.5

“Since the mods are able to issue a warning anonymously, they’re much more effective and prevent backlash to the mods by the users.” – E9A

5While all moderators can see the nudge and have access to the private thread where the user has been nudged, their usernames are not present for the targeted user to see.
5.4 Design challenges

Over the course of the study, moderators’ use patterns of Chillbot and the feedback they provided raised three broad design considerations that apply broadly to tools in this space in considering when they may and may not be useful. As discussed above, the goal of this work was not to develop or advocate for tools that should work in every situation but rather to identify and explore situations where the tools might be more or less useful.

First, some moderators highlighted the general challenge of switching from reactive approaches to moderation to proactive approaches. In especially large Discord servers, moderators often rely on “mod queue” systems to direct their attention to problems, where users report issues when intervention is needed – an approach that parallels how many social media companies operate. One of the initial driving concepts for Chillbot, as shown previously in Fig 2, was the idea that moderators could use it to privately intervene before a conflict escalated to a problematic level, but this concept presumes that moderators would be proactively monitoring spaces rather than reacting to issues that had already occurred and had been formally reported. Possibly because of this, the largest servers in the test group actually used the tool less than the mid-sized servers.

“There was a very small window of when we can use the Chillbot. Because [a lot of the time] it’s already too late, and we need to escalate to the usual meetings and point system, there isn’t that much chance for us to actually use the Chillbot in the appropriate way.” – E2

This highlights a broader issue with developing tools in this space — while proactive interventions allow moderators to leverage their understanding of social context in ways that reactive interventions do not, the established workflows for moderators in some spaces may not lend themselves to the sort of proactive monitoring required for proactive interventions to work. It is plausible that building more proactive monitoring into workflows would reduce the need to rely on reactive (and frequently more punitive) approaches, but this change could require significant time investment from some moderators.

Second, moderator interviewees noted the intersection between social ties and use of the tool. In spaces with strong, preexisting social ties, which were more common in smaller communities, anonymous nudges were less necessary or desirable; servers where all members know each other fairly well, especially in cases where they have offline connections, are likely to find anonymous nudges less useful because server members are more comfortable talking to each other directly about issues that arise. In the opposite case, in servers where personal connections are less common, users may have less of an investment in being receptive when approached personally because avoiding a conversation or engaging less has fewer consequences.

These first two results combine to suggest a relationship between server size and adoption of tools such as Chillbot. Small servers are well-served by direct interaction amongst strong ties already, and very large servers are focused on firefighting clear violations. So, approaches such as Chillbot may be best fit in a “Goldilocks zone” of servers that are large enough to have issues, but not so large that the moderators are focused only on mod queues. However, this best fit on Discord servers does not discount the possibility of a tool such as Chillbot having a different best fit on other online spaces. These results are influenced by the methodologies moderators use on Discord communities, shaped by the inherent properties of discussion based, multi-media online platforms as well as the tools that Discord affords moderators. The moderation paradigm on most of these servers are reactive due to moderators not being able to reasonably monitor chat in real-time, which was the bottleneck that lead to the drop in usage in larger servers. Therefore, Chillbot may have potential to work in larger communities that focus on a real-time moderation paradigm, such as communities surrounding live-streaming.
Finally, moderator interviewees noted the intersection between community goals and tool use. In communities with an inherent normative focus — where a core goal of the community was to encourage certain types of prosocial interaction — back-and-forth discourse about how to behave was valued. This type of discourse was best suited for direct interventions from moderators, whether public or private.

6 DISCUSSION

The results of the Chillbot field study show the potential for expansion of the space of non-removal moderation tools through a focus on backchannel feedback. Our evaluation confirms that this approach can observe adoption in a variety of communities with regular moderation needs. In this section, we begin by discussing our findings with regard to the backchanneling approach used by Chillbot. We then consider questions of moderator labor and automation in moderation tools. Finally, we outline the limits of non-removal tools more broadly, identifying boundaries for the set of cases where they might be useful, and conclude with thoughts about metrics for the success of non-removal tools.

6.1 Backchanneling as a moderation strategy

Moderators found Chillbot most useful as an intermediate strategy for moderation — serious, but not yet punitive. The private, back-channel feedback was gentle enough that, in most cases, it did not trigger defensive reactions from users. The bot’s use of the private threads feature created an easy space for moderators to discuss users’ behavior with them when needed, and moderators reported positive experiences with this in a number of cases. Though we cannot make causal claims about Chillbot’s impact on user behavior, moderators who used Chillbot felt that the bot was effective. This evidence lends credence to the value of backchanneling as a moderation strategy, and it also suggests that Chillbot was successful in supporting moderators’ efforts to help users learn to be better members of their communities. Paralleling West’s work on transparency in platforms’ moderation decisions, Chillbot helped moderators see users as “emotionally engaged in participating in the life” of their communities, “invested in learning from mistakes, and confused about where things went wrong,” [52], and this framing suggested pathways to reform that moderators might not otherwise have considered.

We do not claim that Chillbot is appropriate for every context; in this study, we focused on spaces where both moderators and the majority of community members have a generally positive goal for their communities. Chillbot would be less useful in cases where moderators permit or even encourage offensive behaviors in their communities, meaning that it could not be relied on to reduce the prevalence of such communities across a platform.

6.2 Moderator labor

As discussed above, many moderators — particularly in larger servers — are used to moderating reactively; whether by working through a moderation queue or by responding to cases where they have been tagged by users, the majority of these moderators’ time is spent on moderation actions taken after problematic content is posted rather than before. Shifting to an approach to moderation that requires proactive monitoring of spaces would require a significant investment both in changing procedures and in transitioning between the approaches. Proactive monitoring paired with interventions that defuse situations before problems escalate might end up saving moderators time and effort in the long run because they could have fewer situations to respond to overall, but in the interim it could increase moderators’ workload significantly. Accordingly, as we observed, Discord’s lack of support for mobile context menus, and the fallback of slash commands taking two to three times the amount of time to use, meant that moderators who largely engaged
while mobile used Chillbot less frequently. As a rough heuristic, if a moderator cannot take action within a few seconds, they may not engage such a tool.

To this point, automation of Chillbot might seem like a logical next step. Recent advances in language processing have made the detection of potentially-problematic conversations a more approachable task [37], though the results are still far from perfect. Two participants (E7A and E7D) discussed the possibility of incorporating some sort of AI-based detection into Chillbot during their exit interviews as potentially-interesting, though neither saw it as a requirement for the tool to be useful. Prior research has studied the consequences of failures in moderation actions likely taken by imperfect or biased algorithms [29], but no research to our knowledge has studied the impact of failures of moderation algorithms when the stakes are lower – e.g., a gentle warning with no associated punitive consequences. However, we chose to focus on a manually-operated bot in this case both because we felt that the likely nontrivial error rate of automating nudges would make it more difficult to evaluate the core design concept and because we aimed to develop a tool that supports moderators’ ability to engage with their communities in a socially nuanced way. Also, as we discuss below, a key strength of automation is that it increases the potential frequency of usage, but frequency of usage may not be the best metric by which to assess non-removal based tools.

With this work and with future work in this space, it is important to avoid the mindset that, because tools can expand the space of things that moderators can do, moderators should spend more time and effort moderating if new tools are developed. As prior work has noted, many moderators already put an enormous amount of time and effort into moderating the spaces they care about, even to the point where moderation resembles a second job for them [40], and this labor should not be taken for granted.

### 6.3 Toward more equitable moderation

Platforms’ frequent lack of communication before, during, and after moderation decisions contributes to the perception that they are arbitrary or even malicious, and this silence is in and of itself disempowering to those are disproportionately targeted by punitive actions but rarely invited to be involved in the decisions that govern their spaces [2]. The invisibility of these moderation decisions to all but those affected and the invisibility of the processes used to reach them exacerbate inequalities by laundering social biases through systems that cannot be reasoned with [14, 49]. While Chillbot is far from a comprehensive answer to these problems, its design fundamentally prioritizes communication over punishment in a way that could serve as one example of more visible, tangible moderation infrastructure in the future.

More broadly, a growing body of work shows that different groups have widely varying preferences for how problematic behaviors should be handled. For example, Schoenebeck et al. found that participants from non-US countries were more likely to favor alternative measures taken in response to harassment, including apologies, publicly revealing offenders’ identities, or even monetary compensation [38]. Similarly, Xiao, Cheshire, and Salehi identified five major needs among adolescents in addressing online harm: sensemaking, support and validation, safety, retribution, and transformation [54], and other work from Schoenebeck et al. found that a majority of youth reported that they would like an apology under certain circumstances after being bullied or harassed [39]. These studies clearly show a strong need for more designs that explore approaches to content moderation that go beyond the punitive and carceral approaches that remain mainstream.

In order to encourage a broader array of designs for systems that support these alternative approaches to moderation, we must carefully reflect on our relationship with metrics in assessing trust and safety practices. For example, while the increasing prevalence of transparency reports is better than the alternative, these reports are typically centered around the statistics that are most straightforward to gather, analyze, and understand. The approaches to moderation highlighted
above are not necessarily those that are most amenable to maximization through volume; as Xiao, Jhaver, and Salehi note, moderation processes like those involved in restorative justice are labor intensive and can never feasibly occur at the same rates as automated punitive actions [55]. However, with help from features designed to better support practices like these, we argue that communication-rich, socially-engaged moderation practices are well within reach.

6.4 Limitations

Our evaluation focused on eleven servers ranging from dozens of members to more than two hundred thousand. While each server reached many individuals, we cannot fully generalize from the experiences of eleven servers: moderation cultures may vary from server to server, and responses to Chillbot might change if the tool were more broadly adopted. Our evaluation was not a randomized controlled trial, so we refrain from making any causal claims. In particular, we cannot test whether Chillbot caused behavioral changes in the servers or amongst those who were nudged. With moderators’ collaboration, it would be possible in future work to craft a blind “noisy channel” experimental design that randomly delivers or does not deliver the nudge to its intended recipient. By analyzing user behavior before and after a nudge is intended to be sent, depending on whether the nudge actually was sent, we could test this outcome in future work, but this would likely require additional buy-in from moderators willing to test a tool that does not always work as expected.

Respecting moderators’ and server members’ privacy meant that our data was limited to interviews with moderators and analysis of the example use cases some moderators provided. Per moderators’ requests, we did not personally join the servers in which the bot was present, so we did not observe the full context in which the bot was used—only the specific cases in which it was triggered. This also meant that feedback was filtered through the lens of the moderators in the servers, limiting the perspectives reported. Moreover, the moderators who used this tool were not given any training beyond what was needed to understand the tool’s functionality; moderators with different skill levels in addressing interpersonal conflict might have different experiences with Chillbot. Future work could also recruit server members who received Chillbot messages to add further insight and complexity to our results.

The principles behind Chillbot can directly generalize to other online community platforms that host text conversation, allow bots, and contain a direct message ability. Such platforms include Discord, Slack, Reddit, and Facebook Groups. However, as we observed in our deployment with the lack of support for context menus in Discord’s mobile client, small differences in the effort required to utilize the tool in moderators’ workflow—channel factors [36]—make for substantial differences in adoption. So, attempts to translate Chillbot to platforms without sufficient API or interface support are likely to fail in practice.

We did not observe any purposefully malicious use of the tool, but all socio-technical systems can be co-opted. In theory, a moderator could use Chillbot to send pseudo-anonymous messages to a server member, since the messages are not credited to a specific moderator, though this use would appear in the logs generated by the tool. Chillbot does not have a meta-moderation governance structure: if a moderator adds nudges that harass, there is not yet a structured process for responding to complaints to the Chillbot team.

7 Conclusion

In this study, we sought to explore the potential for moderation tools to more fully cover scenarios where backchanneling is a more appropriate response than public removal. To do so, we iteratively designed and developed Chillbot, a tool for rapidly sending backchannel feedback, in coordination with Discord moderators. We then performed a field study of Chillbot on eleven servers ranging from 25 to roughly 240,000 members and found that the tool was well received and frequently
used on the majority of these servers, including voluntary usage past the end of the study period, indicating that it filled an ecological niche in their moderation practices.

Social interactions are complex and multifaceted, and yet our tools collapse these complex interactions onto a small set of available behaviors [1]. In creating moderation tools, our design imagination has lagged the social scientific understanding of the complex and multifaceted behaviors that moderators engage in. This paper represents an effort to help envision a broader, more socially-engaged future for moderation tools and to execute toward it.
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INTERVIEW PROTOCOL FOR BRIEF FORMATIVE INTERVIEWS

1. Please briefly describe the type or topic focus of the primary server that you moderate.
2. How many active moderators does this server have?
3. What are the main behavioral issues you encounter in moderating this server?
4. When you are monitoring channels, are there common signs you’ve noticed that indicate that there may soon be a problem that would require moderator intervention? If so, what are these signs?
5. When taking a moderation action (e.g., a warning, a message removal, a user ban), what are the factors that you take into account when deciding how severe a punishment should be?
6. Do you consider what an offender’s intent was when determining how to respond (e.g., whether they made an honest mistake vs intentionally broke a rule)?
7. What strategies do you use to respond to (or proactively discourage) problematic behaviors other than traditional punishments? (i.e., “non-punitive” approaches to moderation that aren’t timeouts/bans or content removal.)
8. If, as a moderator, you ever have conversations with users about why something they did was problematic, what factors do you think determine how well that conversation will go?